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Weary from the constant battle with the Robotech Masters, the United Earth Forces have fallen to the invasion of the slug-like alien Invid. 
Lieutenant Commander Scott Bernard leads a tight-knit team of freedom fighters toward the main base of the alien invaders located at Reflex 
Point. Their only hope for liberating the Earth is to defeat the Invid and the Queen Regess before Admiral Hunter’s Expeditionary Force returns to 
raze the planet and end the threat to the galaxy. 

Can you and the other freedom fighters defeat the Regess and save the Earth?

Players:  1-6, controlling 4-6 Heroes

Age:  13 and up  

Playtime:  90-120 Minutes

1. GAME CONTENTS/WHAT YOU NEED TO PLAY 

54 Assault Phase Invid Cards 26 Regess Phase Invid Cards 33 Spore Tokens

24 Armor/Dice Counter Cubes 1 Regess Placard 10 Engaged/Attacked Tokens

30 Gear Cards 6 Hero Placards 6 Burst Tokens

16 Six-sided dice 11 Hero Ability Tokens 12 Reference Cards

18 Hero Mecha cards 6 Action Tokens 1 Game Manual

33 Standees 6 Mecha Ability Tokens 1 Game Board

10 Pit Creature cards 6 Scan Tokens 6 Round Sequence Cards

1 Corg Card 1 Sera Card 2 Genesis Pit Cards

 
2. OVERVIEW 

Invid Invasion is a cooperative game played in two phases where human Heroes must work together using their Mecha and Protoculture to cleanse 
Reflex Point of the alien Invid invaders and the Queen Regess before it’s too late. 

During the first phase, called the Attack Phase, players deal out a grid of face down Invid Cards. Each 
turn, players move their Heroes around the grid, choosing which Invid Cards to flip over to expose 
enemies, ambushes, or valuable Allies. The Heroes must clear a path from one side of the board to the 
other to reach Reflex Point before the end of six rounds. 

Once the path to Reflex Point is cleared, the Heroes begin phase two, called the Regess Phase. The 
Regess, her guards, and additional Invid warriors are dealt out. Our Heroes must defeat the powerful 
Regess within six rounds. If they fail, the returning Robotech Expeditionary Force will end the Invid 
threat—and our unfortunate Heroes—by bombarding the planet with the dreaded Neutron-S missiles, 
destroying all life on the planet. 

To win, the Heroes must clear the path to Reflex Point and defeat the Regess at Reflex Point before 
the missiles fall. 

“Protoculture is the most powerful fuel in the universe and also the life-blood of the Invid. Protoculture 
is derived from the Flower of Life, an alien plant-like organism that now only grows on Earth. The 
presence of the Flower of Life is what drew the Invid to invade Earth. Protoculture powers our Mecha, 
but draws the Invid right to us.”  - Unknown

3. GAME SETUP

1)  From the gray-backed Regess Deck, set the Corg (1), Sera (1), Genesis Pit (2), and Genesis Pit 
Creature (10) cards to the side. 

2)  Separate the green-backed (Assault Phase) and grey-backed (Regess Phase) Invid cards into two 
stacks and shuffle them separately.
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3) Set the Regess Placard to the side.

4) Decide how many Heroes to use – 4 to 6 are required. Players can choose to play multi-Hero; that is, play with more than one Hero per player.

5)  Each Player picks the Hero Placard(s) they want to use, takes four Standees (per Hero, numbered to match the number on the Hero Placard), 
and takes the 3 Mecha cards for their chosen Hero, keeping the Battloid and Guardian cards face down (these are not available until the 
Regess Phase of the game). Each Hero also gets one Action Token with their Hero’s face on it, and one Mecha Action Token. 

     If Scott Bernard is being played, he gets one of each of the other Hero Ability Tokens. 

     If Sue Graham is being played, place the Scan Tokens on her Hero Placard. 

6)  Each Hero takes 3 Armor/Dice counters (cubes) and places them as indicated below. 

     Place an Armor counter (cube) on the Cyclone space of the Hero Placard to match the starting Armor Value printed on the vehicle on 
your Hero Placard (Lunk has a Jeep instead of a Cyclone for his starting Mecha). 

     Place a Dice counter (cube) on the starting value of your Dice Pool to match the Attack Value of the starting vehicle on your Hero 
Placard. 

     Place an Armor counter (cube) on the face down Guardian and Battloid cards. It will be used when your Hero switches into a Fighter 
Mecha.

7)  Build the Assault Phase deck by drawing 7 face down Assault Invid cards per Hero. (4=28, 5=35, 6=42) and deal them onto the board as 
shown.

     Place the remainder face down on the Invid spot on the board. 

8) Shuffle the 30 Gear Cards and place them face down on the Gear spot on the board. 

9) Place your Hero Placard and Action Token flipped to the “Active Hero” side in front of you, visible to all other players. 

10) Set the Round Counter (cube) on the Round Tracker on the board in the 6 space. 

11) Place the Protoculture Tracker (cube) on the Protoculture Pool Track on the board on zero. 

12)  Place the Protoculture Signature Tracker (cube) on the Protoculture Signature Track on the board on zero. 

13)  Place all other tokens near the board. 

14)  Each player chooses the Hero Standee that matches their base Mecha form (printed on the Hero Placard). Place each Hero Standee at the East 
end of the board, each on a different arrow.  Only use the North-most and South-most lanes if all six Heroes are being used. 

4. PHASE ONE (ASSAULT PHASE): REACHING REFLEX POINT TURN ORDER OVERVIEW

Every round, Heroes work together to clear a path from their positions to Reflex Point. 

   Heroes can take actions in any order, and may allow other Heroes to take actions prior to the end of their turn. 

    Heroes take actions by flipping cards, rolling, and spending dice. At the beginning of the game, all Heroes start in their base Mecha form 
(the one printed on their Hero Placard) and the number of dice that unit comes with (its Attack Value, also known as your Dice Pool).  The 
number of actions you can take is limited by the dice you 
have to spend.

    Once a Hero uses all their dice, or if they choose to take 
no more actions, they flip over their Action Token to 
“Turn Over”, to indicate the end of their turn. Once the 
Action Token is flipped, a Hero can take no more actions 
until the next round. They may still use Gear or Special 
Abilities. 

    Once all Heroes have flipped their Action Tokens to  
“Turn Over”:

     Perform the Invid’s Turn (See Section 15) 

     Move the Round Counter down one space on the CLEAR PATH EXAMPLE
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Protoculture Tracker   

Protoculture  
Signature Tracker   

Round Tracker

Invid Deck 
(Assault or Regess)

Compass

Gear Deck
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4 tracks used for set up of  
4 Hero Game

4 tracks used for set up of  
4 Hero Game

4 tracks used for set up of  
4 Hero Game

4 tracks used for set up of  
4 Hero Game

Corg and Sera Spaces 
for Regess Phase Set Up

Genesis Pit Spaces for 
Regess Phase Set Up

Genesis Pit Spaces for 
Regess Phase Set Up

Regess Placard Space 
for Regess Phase Set Up

Corg and Sera Spaces 
for Regess Phase Set Up

One of these tracks is 
used for 5 Hero and both 
for 6 Hero game play

Hero standee starting 
area for Assault Phase

One of these tracks is 
used for 5 Hero and both 
for 6 Hero game play
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Round Counter Tracker. If the Round Counter reaches zero and a clear path to Reflex Point has not been established, the players lose the 
game.

    Remove all Spore Tokens that are currently on their “1” side. Flip all Spore Tokens that have a “2” face up to the “1” side. 

     Flip all the Action Tokens back to “Active Hero”. 

    Flip  all “Attacked”  tokens to their “Engaged”  side.

     Begin the next Round. 

      Once a clear path has been established across the board from East to West, immediately reset for Phase 2, the Regess Phase. A “Clear Path” 
to Reflex Point means an open (no cards) contiguous path from the East side of the board to the West side.  Note that any Invid cards you 
don’t clear in the Assault Phase will return even stronger in the Regess Phase.  Enemies left behind will find you again! 

     Go to Section 23 – Battle for Reflex Point (Regess Phase) - Set Up.

5. HERO ACTIONS

Heroes can take the following actions. The same action may be taken multiple times, as long 
as the Hero has dice to spend.

      Move (may use dice) 

      Flip an adjacent Invid card to reveal an enemy or Ally (does not use dice)

      Fight Invid (uses dice) 

      Escape an Invid (uses dice) 

      Search for Protoculture/Gear (uses dice) 

      Spend Protoculture (does not use dice)

     Lure Invid (costs 5 Protoculture) 

     Re-roll (costs 3 Protoculture per die re-rolled) 

     Repair Mecha (costs 1 Protoculture per point of repair) 

     Switch Mecha (variable cost) 

6. MOVE AROUND REFLEX POINT (BOTH PHASES) 

When the Assault Phase begins, Heroes must clear the card next to their entry arrow in order to enter the play area.  Each Hero must either clear 
their own entry space next to the arrow they start in, or they may enter the board via another Hero’s cleared entry space (spending dice to move 
from their entry arrow to the open entry arrow). 

Heroes move from one empty Reflex Point space to any adjacent orthogonal (up, down, left, right) empty space by discarding a die from their 
Dice Pool. Heroes cannot move diagonally. 

After successfully defeating an Invid from a Reflex Point space, the Hero may immediately move into that empty space or another empty adjacent 
space without spending a die. 

Heroes who are adjacent to an Invid with an “Engaged/Attack” token on it cannot move away from the Invid until it is defeated, unless an Escape 
Check is performed (See Section 9). This is true even if the Invid is Engaged with a different Hero. 

7. FLIP ADJACENT CARD

When you flip an Invid Card and it reveals an Invid, first resolve any “When Revealed” ability on the card. Then you must do one of two things: 

1. Fight the Invid immediately.

      Place an “Engaged” token on the Invid Card, with the arrow pointing at the Hero that flipped the card.  -OR-

      Roll an Escape Check against the target number on the Invid card (See Section 9). 
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    If you fail to escape, place an “Engaged” token on the Invid, with the 
arrow pointing at the Hero that flipped the card.

For any other card type a player flips over, resolve the effects of that card. 
Reading the card explains the card.

8. FIGHT INVID 

To defeat the Invid and clear its card from the board, a Hero must deal damage 
equal to or greater than the health value  on the Invid Card. If a Hero deals an 
Invid less damage than its health value, the Invid avoids the attack completely 
and takes no damage. Thus, the Hero must destroy it with a single attack! (The 
exception is the Regess.) 

When a Hero fights an Invid, they allocate as many dice as they choose from 
their available Dice Pool as they attempt to inflict damage to the Invid. Each die 
can only be used once per turn, so they must decide whether to spend them all 
to improve their chances of success, or to keep some dice for additional Actions. 

To fight the Invid, the Hero rolls the number of dice they have chosen and sums 
the number of  (“Bang Symbols”) that appear. If the number meets or exceeds the Invid’s defense value, it is destroyed. Heroes can play Gear 
cards or use Special Abilities from their Hero Placard to boost damage to make the attack successful. If the number does not meet or exceed the 
Invid’s defense value, the attack fails and the Invid takes no damage (the exception is the Regess).

If they successfully defeat the Invid, they gain the rewards listed on the Invid card and remove the Invid card from the board. 

   If there is a number next to the Protoculture icon , increase the Protoculture Pool Track that amount. 

     If there is a number next to the Gear icon , draw that many Gear cards (hand limit: three Gear cards per Hero). 

Next, the Hero may choose to move into an adjacent empty space at no Dice Pool cost before taking another action. They may not move into a 
space occupied by anything other than another Hero. 

If the Hero defeated the Invid by a number of that exceeded its health by three or more, the Invid has been Overkilled and an Overkill Check is 
triggered (See Section 14). 

If the Hero fails to defeat the Invid, the Invid will immediately counterattack (See Section 12). 

9. ESCAPE AN INVID 

If you flip an Invid card and want to run from it instead of fight it, you must make an Escape Check. You can also attempt to escape from an 
adjacent Invid with whom you are already Engaged. To perform an Escape Check, choose a number of dice from of your available Dice Pool, roll 
them, and meet or exceed the Escape target number on the Invid card . 

If you succeed, you can move one space away from the Invid following movement rules. The Invid does not gain an “Engaged” Token, or the token 
is removed if the Invid was already Engaged with you. Then you may continue your turn. 

If you fail to escape the Invid, it will immediately counterattack (See Section 12). 

10. SEARCH FOR PROTOCULTURE/GEAR

You can search for Protoculture or Gear by rolling one or more available dice from your Dice Pool. The number of Bang Symbols that appear 
determine what you can find.   

For every 1  Bang you spend, gain 1 Protoculture. 

For every 2 Bangs you spend (it does not need to specifically be a double Bang symbol), draw one Gear card. 

Each Bang can only be spent once for any given roll. 

For Example: Rook decides to use 3 of her available Dice Pool to look for Gear and/or Protoculture. 

She rolls the dice and gets 1 blank die, 1 with a single Bang, and 1 with a double Bang, for a total of 3 Bangs. Rook can choose to: 

   Turn the 3 Bangs into 3 Protoculture added to the Protoculture Pool track -OR- 
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   Add 1 Protoculture to the Protoculture Pool (for one Bang) and draw 1 Gear card (for the other two Bangs). 

Whenever you gain Protoculture, move the Protoculture Tracker up on the Protoculture Pool Track for the amount you collected. 

11. SPEND PROTOCULTURE 

The Heroes can spend Protoculture they have earned. To spend Protoculture on special actions, lower the Protoculture Tracker the amount 
indicated below: 

Special Actions (Using Protoculture): 

    Repair – For each Protoculture a Hero spends, they can repair one point of armor damage to 
their Mecha, up to the armor maximum. 

    Re-roll 1 die – costs 3 Protoculture. A re-roll allows the player to re-roll one die rolled by, for, or 
against them.

    Lure Invid – costs 5 Protoculture. The Hero can target an Invid that is up to two spaces away. 
This ability moves the Invid to be adjacent to the Hero. The Hero chooses the open space next 
to them that the Invid will occupy. Then the Invid becomes “Engaged” and gains an “Engaged” 
token with the arrow pointing to the Hero.

12. COUNTERATTACK/INVID ATTACK 

When you fail to defeat or escape an Invid, it immediately counterattacks. When an Invid 
counterattacks, you must roll a number of dice equal to the Invid’s Attack Value  on the Invid card.

Lower your Armor Tracker one space for each Bang Symbol rolled by the Invid. 

Flip the “Engaged” token to its “Attacked” side, keeping the arrow pointed at the same Hero. The 
Invid will not attack again this turn

    If the armor value reaches zero, the Mecha is disabled, and the player cannot use it until it is repaired (See Section 13).

     Any damage that would reduce the Mecha beyond 0 is discarded. 

    If there are no other adjacent Heroes, remove any “Engaged” or “Attacked” tokens from the Invid. 

When an Invid attacks a Hero during the Invid Attack step, the process for resolving the attack is the same as for a counterattack (above).  If the 
Invid is Engaged with a Hero, it will attack that Hero.  If it is not yet Engaged and there are multiple adjacent Heroes, the Invid will Engage the Hero 
whose Mecha generates the highest Protoculture Signature. If there is a tie the Heroes decide who becomes Engaged. 

13. USING YOUR MECHA

Each Mecha form has four stats: Protoculture Cost, Protoculture Signature, Attack Value, and Armor.

    The Protoculture Cost  is how much Protoculture it costs to change into this form or get into this Mecha.  

    The Protoculture Signature  is how much Protoculture Signature is generated by the unit at the end of each turn. This will become the 
Regess’s health in the Regess Phase, so plan carefully!

    The Attack Value  is how many dice the Hero has in their Dice Pool for Actions each turn when using this Mecha (tracked on the Hero 
Placard). 

    The Armor Value  is the Mecha’s maximum armor (tracked on the Placard in the appropriate line: see below).  Gear cards may modify this 
value. 

Each Hero has access to two Mecha:  A Cyclone for the Assault Phase and a Fighter for the Regess Phase. The Cyclones have two forms:  A Cycle 
and a wearable suit of Armor. Cycle is the base form printed on the Hero Placard, and Armor is an upgrade card. Note that these are the SAME 
MECHA, with the ability to transform from Cycle to Armor.  Lunk’s version of Cyclone is his Jeep, which can gain armor and dice in his upgrade.  
When a Hero switches from Cycle form to Armor form (paying the associated Protoculture Cost to upgrade), place the Armor card on top of the 
Cycle form on the Hero Placard and adjust stats accordingly, and switch to the proper standee on the board for the form being played. 

In the Regess Phase, Heroes gain access to the Fighter Mecha.   This also has two forms:  Guardian and Battloid.  It’s one Fighter Mecha that can 
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transform between a massive battle suit and a jet fighter.  The Cyclone forms can also be used in the 
Regess Phase.

Because each Mecha has two forms, any damage taken in one form is carried over onto the other if the 
Mecha transforms.   Remember:  Cycle and Armor are the two forms of the Cyclone Mecha. Guardian 
and Battloid are the two forms of the Fighter Mecha. Damage taken to your Cycle does NOT auto-heal if 
you transform it into your Armor suit.  It’s still damaged, so you must adjust your Armor track accordingly 
(see example below).  This damage would NOT be carried onto either of the Fighter forms (Battloid or 
Guardian), because they’re a different Mecha which begins undamaged. This is why you have two separate 
counters on your Hero Placard for the two different Mecha.  If you switch to your Fighter form in the 
Regess Phase but later decide to drop back into one of your Cyclone forms, the damage the Cyclone took 
in the Assault Phase will still be present.  

Transforming or changing Mecha: 

To change a Mecha’s form or enter a new Mecha the Heroes must follow these steps: 

 	 1.   Lower the Protoculture Pool Tracker an amount equal to the number next to Protoculture  on 
the Mecha card for the Mecha you are activating.

  2.   Increase the Protoculture Signature Track by the same amount you just lowered the Protoculture 
Pool Track. 

        Exception: The Heroes can change their Mecha or Mecha form at the beginning of the Regess Phase 
(before engaging the Invid) without having to increase the Protoculture Signature Track. This is the 
only time that spending Protoculture to change Mecha form or Mecha does NOT increase Protoculture Signature.

  3.   Take the card for the Mecha form you are switching into and lay it over the image on the right side of your Hero Placard. This is now your 
active Mecha. If you are switching Mecha (from Cyclone to Fighter or vice versa), leave the cube in place on the tracker for the Mecha 
you are switching out of. Set the Dice and Armor Counters to the appropriate values indicated on the new card. 

Cyclone Armor Tracker (Cycle or 
Armor form) (Jeep and Assault 
Jeep for Lunk)

Starting Mecha form - When you change forms 
or change Mecha, place the upgrade card here

Hero identification 
number

Dice Pool Tracker for tracking how many 
dice you have to spend each turn Hero’s Special ability

Mecha Special Ability

Attack Dice – Number of dice this unit provides 
to your Dice Pool at the start of the Hero turn

Protoculture Cost - Cost to 
activate and use this unit

Protoculture Signature - The 
amount of Protoculture 
Signature this unit generates 
each round

Armor Rating – The amount 
of armor (max armor) this 
unit starts with – tracked on 
the Armor Tracker

Fighter  
Armor 

Tracker 
(Guardian 

or Battloid 
form)

Hero Image

HERO PLACARD

HERO CARD
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        Example: Lancer is changing from his Cycle form (printed on his Hero Placard, max armor 5) to the Armor form of that Cyclone (max 
armor 9). He has taken 3 damage in his Cycle form, so that damage (3) is carried over to the Armor form. This adjusts the starting armor 
value on the “Cyclone” armor tracker down by 3 (so the Armor form starts with the tracker on 6 instead of its max of 9).  The Armor form 
can still be repaired up to its maximum armor of 9 by using Protoculture from the Protoculture Pool.

Remember:  The Fighter forms (Guardian and Battloid) are only available in the Regess Phase.

Disabled Mecha

If your Mecha’s armor tracker value reaches zero, it is disabled and you are ejected from the Mecha. The Invid will only attack you while you are in a 
Mecha. You have no Dice Pool while you are outside your Mecha and are unable to do anything other than to use Protoculture from the Pool to get 
into another Mecha or repair the damage to your disabled Mecha and get back into the fight. Your disabled Mecha standee remains in place on the 
board until it is repaired or you get into a new one.

14. OVERKILL

If you roll 3 or more Bangs higher than the number required to defeat an Invid, you have Overkilled the Invid and potentially attracted the attention 
of nearby Invid. 

Look at the number of Bangs that exceed the number required to defeat the Invid. 

If the number is:

    3-5 – Flip up a face down adjacent Invid card that is to the North or South of the defeated Invid. If there are no Invid cards to the North or 
South of the Invid, flip up an adjacent Invid card to the East or West of the Invid. If there are no face down Invid cards orthogonally adjacent 
to the defeated Invid, do not flip up any other Invid cards. 

    6-8 – Flip up 2 of the face down adjacent Invid cards starting with the North and South, then East and West if needed. If there are no face 
down adjacent Invid, do not flip over any other Invid. 

    9 or more – Flip over all face down orthogonally adjacent Invid cards. If there are no face down adjacent Invid, do not flip over any other 
Invid. 

Overkill cannot be triggered while attacking the Regess.

15. INVID TURN – ASSAULT PHASE – ORDER OF EVENTS 

When all the Heroes have turned their tokens to “Turn Over”, the Invid take their turn. 

In the Invid Attack Phase: 

 1.   Any Invid that is Engaged with a Hero but has not attacked that turn will attack the Hero with which it is Engaged.

 2.  Any Invid that is adjacent to a Hero but is not marked with an “Engaged” or “Attacked” token attacks the adjacent Hero in the Mecha with 
the highest Protoculture Signature. If there is a tie, players choose. Place an “Attacked” token on the Invid. 

 3.  Move any face up Invid that are not marked with an “Engaged” or “Attacked” token one space orthogonally closer to the closest Hero. If 
there is more than one Hero of equal distance, the players choose which Hero the Invid moves closer to. 

 4.  Any Invid that is now adjacent to one or more Heroes has an “Engaged” token placed on it with the arrow pointing toward the Hero with 
which they are Engaged.  If there are multiple Heroes adjacent, it will Engage with the Hero in the Mecha with the highest Protoculture 
Signature.  If there is a tie, the players choose which Hero will be Engaged.  

Clean Up Assault Phase:

 1.    Add up the Protoculture Signature being generated by the Heroes. The sum is the total value of the Protoculture Signature for their active 
Mecha, and any applicable Gear cards. Increase the Protoculture Signature Tracker by that value. 

 2.  Remove Spore Tokens that are currently on their “1” side. Flip Spore Tokens that have a “2” face up to the “1” side. (See Section 28).  Flip all 
Hero and Mecha Action tokens back to their active sides (except Scott’s). 

 3. Move the Round Counter down one space. 

 4. I f the Round Counter reaches zero and the Heroes have not cleared an East to West path through the Invid, the game is lost. If you have 
cleared a path, immediately proceed to Phase 2, the Regess Phase. 
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 5.  If the Round Counter has not reached zero and there is no 
clear path, the Heroes continue the Assault Phase. 

16. INVID SPECIAL ABILITIES

When clearing Reflex Point, you may reveal Invid with special 
abilities indicated on their cards. When encountering one of 
these Invid, you must resolve their special ability immediately, 
or as the special ability indicates. NOTE:  These abilities do 
NOT count as the Invid’s attack, so the Invid does NOT get an 
“Attacked” Token. It remains Engaged and can counterattack if 
not defeated or escaped. 

Quick Strike: When an Invid is revealed with the Quick Strike 
ability, it attacks before the Hero does. The Invid immediately 
attacks all adjacent Heroes with its Quick Strike attack value 
(noted on card text). The Invid attacks all Heroes in any adjacent 
squares. Roll separately for each attack.

Drain: When an Invid is revealed with the Drain ability, roll the 
number of dice indicated on the bottom of the card and lower 
the Protoculture Pool Tracker by the number of Bangs rolled. 

Spores: When revealed, roll the number of dice indicated on 
the card and increase the Protoculture Signature Track by the 
number of Bangs rolled. 

Burst: Place a “Burst” token on the Invid card. When this Invid counterattacks for the first time, it adds the number of dice indicated on the card to 
its total attack dice. Then the “Burst” token is removed.

Ambush: When this Invid is revealed, it attacks the Hero who flipped the card, along with any other Heroes in the same space as the flipping Hero. 
It attacks each Hero in that space with the amount of dice indicated on the bottom of the card by its Ambush ability, rolling separately for each 
attack. 

17. JOINT ATTACKS

The Heroes can choose to assist each other in their attacks on the Invid. 

In a joint attack, up to two Heroes can combine their efforts and attack a single target. To do this, both Heroes must 
be in the same space, adjacent to the Invid card being attacked. Before rolling, both Heroes must state how many dice 
each Hero is committing to the attack. Combat rules are the same with two exceptions: 

    If the joint attack defeats the Invid, the Heroes decide how to allocate any Gear found. 

    If the joint attack fails, the Invid immediately counterattacks both Heroes. Each player must separately roll ALL 
the Invid’s available dice to determine how many hits they each take. 

Note: More than one Hero can occupy a space and attack an Invid, but unless a joint attack is announced, each 
combat is resolved individually on that Hero’s turn. 

Joint attacks are not allowed for any Hero who is entering the Assault Phase grid for the first time, nor are they allowed 
against the Regess. 

18. FINDING SURVIVORS 

Heroes may find Survivors while clearing the Assault Phase. Each Survivor’s abilities are listed on the card

19. FINDING GEAR/PROTOCULTURE

When an Invid is defeated, the Invid card will indicate if the Hero can draw Gear cards as a reward (number next to the 
wrench icon ). Without Gear, the Heroes are unlikely to succeed.  The Invid card will also indicate the appropriate 
Protoculture reward  to increase the Protoculture Pool. 

Gear can also be found by searching for it (See Section 10). 

Infomation Area - Will have enemy 
special ability or a quote

Amount you increase the 
Protoculture Tracker when 

you defeat this card
Gear - Number of Gear cards you 

draw when you defeat this card

Attack Dice - The amount of attack 
dice this enemy has

Escape target - Amount of 
successes you need to roll to 

disengage from this invid

Health

Enemy Name
Enemy Image

INVID CARD
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20. USING GEAR

Gear cards can be used at any time, as long as there are no restrictions on the Gear card itself. 

Hand Limit: Each Hero must discard down to 3 Gear Cards at the time they turn their Turn 
Token to “Turn Over”.

21. TRADING GEAR

You can exchange Gear cards with other Heroes. Both Heroes need to be in the same space 
and at least one of the Heroes must still have their Action Token set to “Active Hero”. There are 
no limits on the number of cards the two Heroes may exchange. Trading gear does not require 
spending any dice. 

22. PROTOCULTURE SIGNATURE AND TRACKER 

Protoculture Signature tracks how much Protoculture (which powers your Mecha) is being 
used, and how much health the Regess will begin with for the Regess Phase.   The higher the 
Protoculture Signature is at the end of the Assault Phase, the more health the Regess will begin 
with.  She thrives on Protoculture! 

As the Heroes use their Mecha, certain Gear cards, or trigger some Invid special abilities, they generate Protoculture Signature, tracked on the 
game board. 

23. PHASE TWO (REGESS PHASE): BATTLE FOR REFLEX POINT SET UP 

 1.  Count how many remaining 
Assault Phase Invid cards 
are on the board (both face 
up and face down), then 
return them to the box.

 2.  Draw a number of Regess 
Deck cards equal to the 
number of cards you just 
removed from the Assault 
Phase board. 

     For 6 Heroes, you must 
draw a minimum of 10 
cards and a maximum 
of 22 cards.  

     For 5 Heroes, minimum 
7 cards and maximum 
17 cards.  

     For 4 Heroes, minimum 
4 and maximum 12.   

If you should have drawn more 
than the maximum allowed for your 
number of Heroes, take the difference in cards you can’t draw, and increase the Protoculture Signature Track by that number.

 3.  Set the Regess Placard in the center of the board (inside the red box labeled “R”). 

 4. Place Corg and Sera on the spaces on the board marked with “CS”.

     Corg and Sera can go into either space, but not together in the same space. 

 5. Place the Genesis Pits on the spaces on the board marked “GP”. 

 6.  Next to each Genesis Pit, place a Genesis Pit Creature card so that the Regess card is surrounded orthogonally with face up cards. 

 Gear card 
name

Gear Image

Gear effect 

GEAR CARD

REGESS PHASE SET UP EXAMPLE
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 7.  Take the Regess Deck cards you drew above and deal them face down around the Regess and the cards already surrounding her (Genesis 
Pits, Cora, Sera, Pit Creatures). Start next to one of the Genesis Pits and deal in a widening circle.  For 6 Heroes, fill all the rows to the North 
and South edges of the board. If playing with 4 or 5 Heroes, leave either one (for 4 Heroes) or both (for 5) of the North-most or South-most 
rows empty of cards, just as in the Assault Phase setup. 

 8. The East-most and West-most columns of the board remain empty.

 9. The Protoculture Signature Track is now also the health of the Regess.

     Things that increase or decrease Protoculture Signature are still tracked here. 

     Damage dealt to the Regess or things that decrease Protoculture Signature cause the Protoculture Signature Track to decrease. 

     Things that generate Protoculture Signature or increase the Regess’ health cause the Protoculture Signature Track to increase. 

 10.  Split the Hero standees evenly (or as close as possible) and set them up in the empty East and West columns (if playing 6 Heroes, then 
three on each side. For 5, three on one side and two on the other. For 4 Heroes, two per side.). 

     Each Hero can choose their starting empty space in the column they have selected, one Hero per space.

 11.  Set the Round Counter to 6. 

 12.  Begin the Battle for Reflex Point (Regress Phase)!

24. BATTLE FOR REFLEX POINT (REGESS PHASE) – ORDER OF EVENTS 

 1.    Roll the Regess ability at the beginning of the turn and resolve it according to the table on her card. 

 2.  Flip over two face down Invid cards closest to the Regess. If they are adjacent to a Hero, they immediately become Engaged, gaining an 
“Engaged” token. 

 3.   Perform Sera’s Ability (See Section 27). 

 4.  Heroes take their turns as in the Assault Phase, fighting Invid to reach and defeat the Regess. 

 5.  Once all the Heroes have flipped their Action Tokens to “Turn Over”: 

     Check Protoculture Signature Tracker value:

     If it is zero, the Regess is defeated and the Heroes win. 

    If it is not zero, continue. 

 6.  Any Invid that has an “Engaged” token on it now attacks all adjacent Heroes individually. The Invid rolls an attack separately against each 
adjacent Hero. Then flip the token to “Attacked”. 

 7.  Move any Invid that are not marked with an “Engaged” or “Attacked” token one space orthogonally closer to the closest Hero. If there is 
more than one Hero of equal distance the players choose which Hero the Invid moves closer to. Any Invid that is now adjacent to a Hero(es) 
has an “Engaged” token placed on it.

 8. Corg executes his attack (See Section 26). 

 9. Reset all Invid “Attacked” tokens to “Engaged” and reset all Action Tokens to “Active Hero”. 

 10. Adjust Spore Tokens (See Section 28): 

     If on the “1” side, remove from the board. 

    If on the “2” side, flip to the “1” side.

 11.   Add up the Protoculture Signature being generated by the Heroes. This value is the total value of the Protoculture Signature for their active 
Mecha and Gear cards. Increase the Protoculture Signature by that value.

 12.  Move Round Counter down one space.

     If the Round Counter reaches the last space with the skull, the game is over and the Heroes lose. 
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25. THE REGESS

26. CORG’S ABILITY

Corg’s ability targets the Hero with the most armor. He rolls the number of attack dice indicated on the bottom 
of his card. If there is more than one Hero with the same armor value, the players choose the Hero to be 
targeted by Corg. Note: If one of the Heroes involved in the tie is Scott Bernard, Corg will always attack Scott. 

Corg does not gain an “Attacked” or “Engaged” token when using his ability. 

27. SERA’S ABILITY

Sera’s ability is to generate Spore Tokens that inhibit the Heroes’ ability to fight while enhancing the Invid. 

When using Sera’s ability, the players roll the D6 die. 

If the result is an odd number, Sera will place one Spore Token.  If the result is even, she will place two.  

For each Spore Token she will place, roll the D6.  Each Hero Placard has a number printed next to their name.  
The number rolled on Sera’s die indicates which Hero will have a Spore Token placed in their space with the 
“2” Spore side face up.  If a Hero’s number is rolled more than once, that Hero’s space gets additional Spore 
Tokens.  If Sera rolls a number for a Hero that is not being played, reroll until the Token is placed. 

28. SPORE TOKENS  

    When an Invid attacks from a space with Spore Token(s), they gain extra attack dice equal to the number on the Spore Token(s). 
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    If a Hero is in a space with Spore Token(s): 

     They lose dice from their Dice Pool equal to the value on the Spore 
Token(s) that turn. Even if they move off that space during the turn, the 
dice are gone and not reclaimed until the Hero’s next turn.  

     They generate less Protoculture Signature equal to the value on the Spore 
Token(s) on their space.

Spore Tokens dissipate on their own over a series of turns. Otherwise they can only 
be cleared by using the “Fireworks” Gear card. 

Spore Cloud Cards:

These cards are found in both the Assault and Regess phases of the game. When 
revealed, they release Spore Tokens onto adjacent spaces as indicated by the arrows 
on the border of the card. 

The Spore Tokens are placed with the “2” side up. 

Heroes cannot pass through the Flower of Life Spore Cards, but the Invid can move 
onto or off of them unhindered. 

29. TOKENS

Protoculture Tracker Token: A red cube used on the Protoculture Pool on the game board to track the amount 
of Protoculture that the Heroes have available for use. 

Protoculture Signature Tracker Token: A red cube used on the game board to track the amount of Protoculture Signature (and Regess Health) 
that is currently present. 

Action Tokens: Each Hero has one of these tokens, used to indicate if the Hero has used all their actions this round. “Active 
Hero” indicates the Hero is still active, and they flip it to the “Turn Over” side when they have finished using all their actions 
for that turn. When all the Heroes’ Action tokens are set to “Turn Over”, the Heroes’ turn is over for the round. 

Spore Tokens: Used to indicate spaces on the board that are currently covered in Spores. The Spore tokens start on the “2” side when 
they are placed, flip to the “1” side after one round, then clear from the board at the end of the next round. (See Section 28).  

Scan Tokens: Used to indicate spaces where the Sue Graham Hero has scanned a face down Invid card. 

Burst Tokens: Used to mark an Invid card that has the Burst effect waiting to be used (See Section 13). 

 

Hero Ability Tokens: Used to show if a Hero’s special ability is available or has been used this round. Each 
token has the face of a Hero on them. When the color side is up, the ability is available. When the grey side 
with the “X” is up, the ability has been used that round and is no longer available. The individual Hero abilities 
reset at the beginning of each new round. 

Each Hero has one of these tokens, except Scott Bernard. Scott Bernard has one Hero ability token for each of the other Heroes. When Scott uses 
his special ability that replicates another Hero’s ability, he flips that token to the grey “X” side and cannot use that Hero’s ability again for the rest 
of the game. 

Mecha Ability Tokens: Used to show if a Mecha’s special ability is available or has been used this round. When the color 
side is up, the ability is available. When the grey side with the “X” is up, the ability has been used that round and is no 
longer available. The tokens reset at the beginning of each new round. 

Title

Art

Direction to 
Place Spore 

Token

Card Effect

SPORE CLOUD CARD
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Engaged/Attacked Tokens: Used to show the status of an Invid unit. The tokens indicate “Engaged” on one side and “Attacked” on the flip side. 

		       “Engaged” means that the Invid is actively fighting any adjacent Hero(es). The Hero(es) cannot move away from this Invid unless they 
roll an Escape Check (See Section 9). 

	  “Attacked” means that the Invid has already performed an Attack (or counterattack) this turn and cannot 
attack again this round. 

More Options:

Check the SolarFlare Games’ website for optional rule variants and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) that may be published in the future.

www.solarflaregames.com
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